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A: When you're using a mac, you have to use.dmg for Disk Image, so that the.iso file is not executable, but when you extract it and open the file, it opens the.iso. The file extension is the same as you see when you extract. :) A: I think it should be almost working. It did for me. You can also use the G7 GX7 for G7X7 for
G7X7 and that converts directly from G7X7 to the A7. It is saying "The A7 was designed for both instruments that are one octave apart and one. G 7 G7X 7 (and G 7x 7) A7 But what I am thinking that it should be G7 G7X 7 A7 Q: Laravel 5: json_encode - returns NULL I'm still a Laravel newbie, trying to figure out why the
JSON that is returned is NULL. class Item { public $id; public $name; public function setName($name) { $this->name = $name; } public function toJson() { return '{"id":'.$this->id.',"name":'.json_encode($this->name).'}'; } } $items = array(); $items[] = new Item(); $items[] = new Item(); $json = json_encode($items,
JSON_PRETTY_PRINT); Console Error: GET JSON Ok, so we are gonna solve this error by adding the JSON_PRETTY_PRINT param to the json_encode. So we change $json = json_encode($items, JSON_PRETTY_PRINT); to $json = json_encode($items, JSON_PRETTY_PRINT | JSON_UNESCAPED_SLASHES); But at the end of the day,
it's still not working. I'm getting a NULL in the JSON string. Console:
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